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Abstract
Robust scientific evidence shows that human performance predictions are more valid when
information is combined mechanically (with a decision rule) rather than holistically (in the
decision-maker’s mind). Yet, information is often combined holistically in practice. One
reason is that decision makers lack knowledge of evidence-based decision making. In a
performance prediction task, we tested whether watching an educational video on evidencebased decision making increased decision-makers’ use of a decision rule and their prediction
accuracy immediately after the manipulation and a month later. Furthermore, we manipulated
whether participants earned incentives for accurate predictions. Existing research showed that
incentives decrease decision-rule use and prediction accuracy. We hypothesized that this is
the case for decision makers who did not receive educational information about evidencebased decision making, but that incentives increase decision-rule use and prediction accuracy
for participants who received educational information. Our results showed that educational
information increased decision-rule use. This resulted in increased prediction accuracy, but
only immediately after receiving the educational information. In contrast to the existing
literature, incentives slightly increased decision-rule use. We did not find evidence that this
effect was larger for educated participants. Providing decision makers with educational
information may be effective to increase decision-rule use in practice.
Key words: personnel- and educational selection, mechanical- and clinical judgment,
education, incentives, decision making
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Public significance statement
Combining information with a decision rule results in more valid predictions than combining
information holistically in the mind. Yet, decision makers rarely use decision rules in practice.
This study suggests that a brief educational intervention can increase decision-makers’ use of
a decision rule in a human performance prediction task. Consequently, prediction accuracy
increased, but only temporarily. Such an educational intervention is easily applicable and may
increase evidence-based decision making in practice. But interventions may need to be
repeated for a lasting effect.
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Education Increases Decision-rule Use: An Investigation of Education and Incentives to
Improve Decision Making
Making accurate human performance predictions is important because they reduce
costly erroneous decisions such as admitting students that will quit their study program
(Kuncel & Hezlett, 2007) or choosing the wrong job candidates (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).
However, decision makers such as hiring managers, assessment psychologists, and admission
officers rarely use evidence-based decision-making procedures (Highhouse, 2008; Michel et
al., 2019; Ryan & Sackett, 1987; Silzer & Jeanneret, 2011; Slaughter & Kausel, 2014). Hence,
an important, yet largely unanswered question is how decision making can be improved in
practice (Kuncel, 2018; Milkman et al., 2009; Neumann et al., 2020).
Improving Decision Making
Several methods to improve decision making have been suggested (Milkman et al.,
2009). One method is debiasing intuitive judgments (Milkman et al., 2009; Sellier et al.,
2019). Most debiasing interventions, such as warning decision makers about and instructing
them to avoid bias have not been successful (Fischhoff, 1982; Fischhoff & Broomell, 2020),
although encouraging decision makers to consider the opposite of their prediction moderately
improves decision making (Mussweiler et al., 2000). Another method is to provide decision
makers with outcome feedback on their decisions. Yet, research showed that in probabilistic
judgment tasks, outcome feedback decreases judgment consistency and hence prediction
accuracy (Arkes et al., 1986; Hammond et al., 1973; Jackson et al., 2019). When multiple
sources of information are used, as is the case for most human performance predictions
(Clinedinst & Patel, 2018; Morris et al., 2015; Thornton et al., 2010), research based on
construal level theory showed that distancing oneself psychologically from the decision (i.e.,
viewing the decision in an abstract rather than in a context-specific manner) can moderately
improve decision making (Fukukura et al., 2013). This is because attention is paid more to
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important information and less to salient, but irrelevant information (Trope & Liberman,
2000).
One of the most promising methods is to combine information with a decision rule
(Milkman et al., 2009), which can increase prediction accuracy by 50% in the context of
human performance prediction (Kuncel et al., 2013). In holistic combination, decision makers
use their human judgment to integrate information subjectively in the mind. In mechanical
combination, quantified information is combined according to a decision rule or formula in
which each piece of information receives an explicit weight (Grove & Meehl, 1996; Meehl,
1954; Meijer et al., 2020). An example of a simple decision rule would be to assign equal
weights to a test score, a grade, and an interview rating and to add up the resulting scores.
However, weights can also be based on regression analysis of primary data, meta-analyses, or
subject matter experts (Bobko et al., 2007; Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Murphy et al., 2013). In
mechanical combination, weights are used consistently across judgments. In contrast, weights
are used inconsistently across judgments when information is holistically combined
(Hammond & Summers, 1972; Karelaia & Hogarth, 2008; Kuncel et al., 2013; Meijer et al.,
2020; Yu & Kuncel, 2020). Importantly, decreased judgment consistency explains the robust
finding that mechanical combination results in more accurate predictions than holistic
combination (Ægisdóttir et al., 2006; Dawes, 1971; Grove et al., 2000; Kuncel et al., 2013;
Meehl, 1954; Sarbin, 1943).
The problem is that, despite these robust research findings, decision makers such as
hiring managers, assessment psychologists, and admission officers usually combine
information holistically in practice (Highhouse, 2008; Michel et al., 2019; Ryan & Sackett,
1987; Silzer & Jeanneret, 2011; Slaughter & Kausel, 2014) and hold more positive attitudes
towards holistic combination (Eastwood et al., 2012; Kirch, 2012). So, in important prediction
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contexts, decision makers use suboptimal holistic decision-making procedures, resulting in
suboptimal predictions and decisions.
Reasons for decision-makers’ preference for holistic- over mechanical information
combination are, amongst others, higher autonomy (Nolan & Highhouse, 2014), higher
professional status (Nolan et al., 2016), and higher confidence in holistic combination of
information (Dietvorst et al., 2015). Another, more fundamental, reason is that many decision
makers lack relevant knowledge of evidence-based decision-making practices (Fisher et al.,
2020; Jackson et al., 2018; Lawler, 2007; Rynes, 2012; Rynes et al., 2002; Sanders et al.,
2008). For example, decision makers believe that they can learn from their prediction errors,
can accurately identify incorrect decision-rule predictions that warrant deviation from a rule,
and can make more accurate holistic judgments with experience (Dietvorst et al., 2015;
Eastwood & Luther, 2016; Highhouse, 2008; Leonard & Swap, 2004). However, in noisy
contexts such as human performance prediction, these beliefs are incorrect (Dawes, 1971;
Goldberg, 1968; Grove et al., 2000; Jackson et al., 2019; Karelaia & Hogarth, 2008; Yu &
Kuncel, 2020).
Knowledge gaps may persist because decision makers lack time to keep up with
research findings or have difficulties to interpret them correctly (Majid et al., 2011; Rynes et
al., 2002). Furthermore, practitioners tend to read practitioner-oriented journals that rarely
cover decision-making research (Neumann et al., 2020), rather than academic journals (Rynes
et al., 2007). Moreover, decision-makers’ reading of research- or practitioner-oriented
journals is at best only very weakly related to knowledge of decision-making research
findings (Lodato et al., 2011; Rynes et al., 2002; Sanders et al., 2008). So, decision makers
are often unaware of important decision-making research findings (Fisher et al., 2020; Rynes
et al., 2002; Sanders et al., 2008), and self-studying the academic- or professional literature
seems ineffective and impractical to close knowledge gaps.
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Given that knowledge gaps constitute a major reason why decision-making research
findings are not translated into practice (Banks et al., 2016; Fisher et al., 2020; Gill, 2018;
Terpstra & Rozell, 1997), it is remarkable that there seem to exist only two studies in the
context of holistic- vs. mechanical combination in which participants were told that decisionrule predictions are more accurate than holistic predictions. In one of two vignette studies,
Eastwood and Luther (2016) found that participants who received information that using a
specific decision rule would result in more accurate predictions than holistic predictions
reported higher willingness to use such a rule in practice than participants who did not receive
such information. In another study, Arkes et al. (1986) found that participants who were told
that decision-rule predictions are more valid than holistic predictions made more accurate
predictions than participants who were told that holistic predictions are more valid than
decision-rule predictions, or participants who were told that these methods are about equally
valid. These accuracy differences occurred because participants in the “decision-rule-is-morevalid” condition used an available decision rule more than participants in the other conditions.
Importantly, the data in Arkes' et al. (1986) prediction task was simulated such that any
additional information not included in the decision rule was random and hence unrelated to
the criterion.
Although the existing studies provide valuable insights, Eastwood and Luther (2016)
only investigated the effect of educational information on participants’ willingness to use a
decision rule. Hence, no conclusions can be drawn about actual rule use. This also leaves the
question unanswered whether educational information can increase decision-rule use enough
to also meaningfully increase prediction accuracy. This is an important question to answer
because decision makers often deviate from a decision rule, which decreases prediction
accuracy (Dawes, 1971; Dietvorst et al., 2018; Guay & Parent, 2018). Although Arkes et al.
(1986) also investigated how educational information affects prediction accuracy, their study
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was designed in such a way that participants could not beat the decision rule based on any
additional information (Arkes et al., 1986, H. Arkes, personal communication, September 15,
2020), which prevents a generalization of their results to real prediction contexts.
We contribute to the existing literature in the following ways. First, by using an
experimental prediction task with real data, we investigated whether presenting educational
information increased decision-makers’ actual decision-rule use, instead of only use intentions
(e.g., Eastwood & Luther, 2016) or self-reported use. Furthermore, this allowed us to
investigate the effect of educational information on prediction accuracy. Second, compared to
simple descriptions of validity differences between mechanical- and holistic combination
(Arkes et al., 1986; Eastwood & Luther, 2016), we presented educational information in the
form of a short video, which increases ecological validity as videos are often used in
organizational trainings (Burgess & Russell, 2003). Third, providing educational information
is only practically useful if it has a long-lasting effect on evidence-based decision making. In
the context of holistic- vs. mechanical combination, the long-term effectiveness of educational
information on evidence-based decision making is unknown since existing evidence is based
on cross-sectional study designs (Arkes et al., 1986). However, a study among teachers
showed that educational information increased their acceptance of evidence-based teaching
practices only temporarily (Ferrero et al., 2020). Therefore, we measured decision-rule
deviation and prediction accuracy right after an educational information manipulation, and
one month later. Although we do not have a specific hypothesis with regard to a time effect, it
seems plausible that decision-rule deviation will either be stable or increase over time because
knowledge retention in general decreases over time (Arthur et al., 1998; Custers, 2010; Murre
& Dros, 2015). Hence, decision-rule deviation should remain stable or increase after a month,
depending on whether decision makers sufficiently internalized the educational information.
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So, we expect educational information to positively affect decision-makers’ attitudes
towards decision rules, which should translate into actual decision-rule use (Ajzen, 1991).
Attitude changes are likely when the presented arguments and facts are strong, compelling,
and falsifiable (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Wood, 2000). Furthermore, construal-level theory
suggests that educational information is more persuasive when causal (why something is the
case) rather than non-causal arguments (that something is the case) are provided, and when
arguments are presented in a more general, abstract manner (Reyt et al., 2016; Wiesenfeld et
al., 2017). In line with this theoretical framework, we ensured that our educational
information provided explanations of why mechanical information combination is superior to
holistic combination. Based on the presented theoretical argument and the existing literature,
we expect the following:

Hypothesis 1a: Participants who receive educational information on evidence-based
decision making will deviate less from a decision rule than participants who do not receive
educational information.
Hypothesis 1b: Participants who receive educational information on evidence-based
decision making will make more accurate predictions than participants who do not receive
educational information.

Incentives and Decision-rule Deviation
Another factor that influences decision making is the presence of incentives.
Counterintuitively, research showed that incentivized participants made less accurate
predictions than participants who were not incentivized for their prediction accuracy, when a
decision rule was available (Ashton, 1990; Arkes et al., 1986; Samuels & Whitecotton, 2011);
for an explanation see below. Importantly, this effect occurred even when participants were
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told that decision-rule predictions are more accurate than holistic predictions (Arkes et al.,
1986).
The negative effect of incentives on decision-rule use and prediction accuracy poses a
problem because decision makers are often (indirectly and implicitly) incentivized for
accurate decision making (Rynes et al., 2005). For example, HR professionals and admission
officers may be held accountable for their hiring- and admission decisions. Decision makers
may also be motivated to make good decisions because they may be evaluated for such a core
task of their job. Moreover, personnel- and educational selection decisions are motivated by
increased success ratios (Barrick et al., 1991; Cook, 2016) and the performance gains that
partly result from better (i.e., more valid) hiring decisions (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). To
reduce negative incentive effects, we investigated circumstances under which incentives may
increase decision-rule use and prediction accuracy. In doing so, we make a theoretical
contribution by answering the call for research that may shed light on potential moderators of
the incentives – performance relationship (Bonner & Sprinkle, 2002; Camerer & Hogarth,
1999).
In experimental research, monetary incentives are often used to mimic incentives that
exist in practice (Bonner et al., 2000; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). In most tasks, monetary
incentives increase effort, which then sometimes translates into increased performance
(Bonner et al., 2000; Bonner & Sprinkle, 2002; Garbers & Konradt, 2014; Jenkins et al.,
1998; Rynes et al., 2005). However, in judgment and decision-making tasks, such effort can
decrease performance (i.e., prediction accuracy, Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). When an
imperfect decision rule is present and decision makers do not know that using this rule
consistently is a valid judgment strategy, incentives should increase judgment strategy shifts
(Arkes et al., 1986) and decision-makers’ tendency to add their own judgment to the decisionrule prediction (Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). This, in turn, increases decision-makers’
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deviation from a decision rule, and hence decreases prediction accuracy. Although valid rule
deviations exist, decision makers are unable to identify when such rule deviations are
warranted in human performance prediction (Dawes, 1971; Dietvorst et al., 2018). Hence, the
best strategy is to follow an existing valid decision rule (Dawes, 1971, 1979; Dawes &
Corrigan, 1974; Dietvorst et al., 2018; Guay & Parent, 2018; Sarbin, 1943).
Extending the existing literature, we hypothesize that incentives only increase
decision-rule deviation when decision makers are unaware of the most valid judgment
strategy. When decision makers know that the best judgment strategy is to follow the decision
rule consistently, we expect incentives to decrease decision-makers’ deviation from the rule
and hence increase prediction accuracy. Educated decision makers who are also incentivized
and hence would want to make judgment strategy shifts due to increased effort would
experience cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). When educational information provides a
complete argumentation for the use of decision rules that cannot easily be counter argued, the
easiest way to reduce dissonance should be to follow the decision rule consistently. Therefore,
we expect educational information and incentives to interact in the following way:

Hypothesis 2a: When no educational information on evidence-based decision making
is provided, incentivized participants will deviate more from the decision rule than
participants who do not receive incentives. When educational information on evidence-based
decision making is provided, incentivized participants will deviate less from the decision rule
than participants who do not receive incentives.
Hypothesis 2b: When no educational information on evidence-based decision making
is provided, incentivized participants will make less accurate predictions than participants
who do not receive incentives. When educational information on evidence-based decision
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making is provided, participants who receive incentives will make more accurate predictions
than participants who do not receive incentives.

Method
The study materials, scripts and the dataset used for the analyses are publicly available
on https://osf.io/68qwa/.
Participants
We conducted a priori power analyses for all relevant effects. The power analysis for a
mixed-effects ANOVA between-within interaction resulted in the greatest required sample
size (N = 180), assuming a medium effect size of ηp2 = 0.06, desired power = .80 and α = .05.
Data was collected until a pre-determined date, given that 180 participants had taken part by
that date. The university’s research participant pool was used to recruit participants who
received a compensation of €9 for their voluntary participation. Participants in this pool are
mostly externally employed people and students from multiple Dutch universities and study
programs, who are mainly recruited during the authors’ university’s yearly introduction week.
This introduction week is also sometimes attended by students from other universities. The
only requirement to enroll in this study was a good comprehension of Dutch, because all
materials were in Dutch.
A total of 186 participants took part in the study. Nine participants were excluded
based on failing at least one of two attention checks. Furthermore, six participants did not
complete the second measurement. The final sample consisted of 171 participants, of whom
68% were currently college students (including students working part-time), 26% employed
non-students, and 6% unemployed non-students. Employed, non-student participants mostly
held a research university degree (50%) or had completed other types of tertiary education.
The mean age was M = 24.97 (SD = 8.49, range 16-64) and most participants were female
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(73%). Furthermore, most participants had the Dutch nationality (90%). Among the other
participants, 6% had another European nationality and 4% had a non-European nationality.
This study was approved by the university’s ethics committee for psychological research.
Prediction Task
Participants were presented with archival data from a pool of 192 Dutch applicants for
the Bachelor Psychology program of the university in 2014. Each participant predicted the
first-year GPA of 20 applicants at time 1 and again at time 2, based on three predictors: high
school GPA, an admission test score, and a personal statement. We chose these predictors
because they are commonly used in admission to higher education (Clinedinst & Patel, 2018;
Davis et al., 2018). High school GPA was the mean of all final grades obtained at the end of
secondary education (vwo, in Dutch). The admission test was a multiple-choice exam that
assessed applicant’s knowledge of two chapters from an introductory psychology book that
they had to study. Both high school GPA and the admission test were measured or
transformed to the Dutch ten-point grading scale and were good predictors of first-year GPA
(see Niessen et al., 2018). The personal statement was a document with a maximum of 250
words in which applicants expressed their motivation to study psychology at the university.
As participants did not rate the personal statements, we could not calculate its correlation with
first-year GPA. However, personal statements have very low predictive validity for GPA
(Murphy et al., 2009). Applicants were randomly assigned to participants (without
replacement within participants) and were displayed evenly so that each applicant from the
pool was judged.
Decision-rule Prediction
Participants also received the predicted first-year GPA for each applicant, based on a
regression model including high school GPA and the admission test score as independent
variables. This regression model explained 25.3% of the variance in first-year GPA (F(2, 189)
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= 30.83, p < .001). In no condition were participants informed about the predictor validities.
Although one may assume that the invalid personal statement urged participants to deviate
from the decision rule, this design mimics decision making in practice, as less valid predictors
such as personal statements and unstructured interviews are ubiquitous in personnel- and
educational selection (Davis et al., 2018; König et al., 2010). Furthermore, the decision maker
virtually always has more information than is included in the decision rule (Grove & Meehl,
1996, p. 297). Moreover, a rating of the personal statement would have received a weight of
zero in the decision rule because another study based on these data shows that it does not
provide any incremental validity over and above high school GPA and the admission test
score (Neumann et al., 2021).
Predicted First-year GPA
Participants predicted each applicant’s first-year GPA on the Dutch ten-point scale (1
= lowest), up to one decimal.
Observed First-year GPA
Participants were presented with an applicant’s observed first-year GPA after making
each prediction. Such outcome feedback usually decreases decision-rule use and prediction
accuracy (Arkes et al., 1986; Dietvorst et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2019). We gave
participants outcome feedback to provide a strict test for the educational intervention.
Educated participants may be more inclined to deviate from the decision rule when they have
to tolerate the decision-rule’s prediction errors, compared to no outcome feedback.
Design
We employed a mixed design, with education (yes/no) and incentives (yes/no) as
between-subjects factors and time (T1, T2) as a within-subjects factor. Educational
information was only presented at T1. Incentives were obtained at both T1 and T2.
Educational Information
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We recorded a ten-minute educational video (available on https://osf.io/68qwa/) in
which characteristics and validity differences of mechanical- and holistic information
combination were discussed. Furthermore, participants were informed that decision rules are
imperfect, but still result in better predictions than holistic judgments, and that attempting to
adjust decision-rule predictions decreases prediction accuracy (Dawes, 1971; Dietvorst et al.,
2018). Moreover, mechanisms were discussed that explain why decision rule predictions are
more valid than holistic predictions (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Kausel et al., 2016). More
details are presented in the supplementary material.
Incentives
Participants could earn a monetary incentive per prediction, depending on the absolute
deviation between their predicted first-year GPA and that applicant’s observed first-year
GPA, with a maximum of €5 in total (€2.50 at each time point). Specifically, per prediction,
participants could earn 12.5 cents if their prediction was off by 0.5 points or less, 7.5 cents if
their prediction was off by 0.7 points or less, and 2.5 cents if their prediction was off by 1.0 or
less. So, the more accurate participants’ predictions were, the more money they earned. The
total incentive was the sum of incentives over all predictions at both time points. The exact
incentive scheme is reproduced in Table 1. This incentive scheme adhered to the university’s
ethical guidelines on using incentives in experimental research.

- Insert Table 1 about here Procedure
Both parts of the study were completed online via Qualtrics survey software. All
participants were instructed that their task was to predict as accurately as possible applicants’
first-year GPA based on their high school GPA, admission test score, and personal statement.
Then, participants read that they were free to use a decision rule that was based on high
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school GPA and the admission test score, and explained 25.3% of the variance of first-year
GPA. All participants received this information before the prediction task at T1 and again
before the second prediction task at T2. After they received this information, the educated
groups were asked to watch the educational video, after which they answered two attention
checks. The incentivized groups were informed about the chance to obtain an incentive up to
€5 and were shown the incentive scheme as depicted in Table 1. Participants in the control
group who did not watch the educational video and could not earn incentives did not receive
any additional information. Finally, all participants started the prediction task. For each of the
20 predictions that participants made at a point of time, they saw the applicant’s high school
GPA, admission test score, personal statement, and the decision-rule prediction. Then,
participants made their prediction and were shown the applicant’s observed GPA on the next
screen. After they had made all predictions, participants also reported to what extent they used
the decision-rule predictions. One month later, participants were invited via email to complete
a second set of 20 predictions. After the second measurement, participants’ total incentive and
their compensation for participation was transferred to their bank account that they had
indicated at the end of the first measurement.
Measures1
Decision-rule Deviation
Decision-rule deviation was operationalized as the mean absolute deviation between
participants’ predicted first-year GPA (P) and the decision-rule prediction (D) of the 20
predictions (i = 1, …, 20) made at each time point.
!"#$%$&' )*+" ,"-$./$&' =

∑#$
!%&|#! $ &! |
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.

So, higher scores indicate larger deviations from the decision rule.

1

This article originated from a graduate student’s research project. Therefore, the online survey on OSF includes
three additional items that were only used for the student’s research project.
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Self-reported Decision-rule Use
Based on Arkes et al. (1986), participants indicated on a 7-point scale to what extent
they used the decision rule for their predictions (1 = I never used the mechanical rule, 7 = I
always used the mechanical rule).
Prediction Accuracy
Prediction accuracy was operationalized as prediction deviation: the mean absolute
deviation between participants’ predicted first-year GPA and an applicant’s observed firstyear GPA (O) of the 20 predictions (i = 1, …, 20) made at each time point.
1)",$#/$&' ,"-$./$&' =

∑#$
!%&|#! $ )! |
'(

.

So, higher scores indicate larger deviations from applicants’ observed first-year GPA.
Results
Correlations between all studied variables are shown in Table 2.
- Insert Table 2 about here To investigate the effect of education, incentives, and time, we conducted a mixedeffects ANOVA for each dependent measure (decision-rule deviation, self-reported decisionrule use, and prediction accuracy), with education and incentives as between-subjects factors
and time as a within-subjects factor. As substantive significance was most important in this
study, we focused on effect sizes rather than p values (Kirk, 1996). We interpreted effect sizes
according to the guidelines presented in Cohen (1988).
Decision-rule Deviation
Figure 1 shows the mean decision-rule deviation in each condition at both time points.
As hypothesized, we found that educated participants showed less rule-deviation than noneducated participants (F(1,167) = 19.19, p < .001, ηp2 = .10). Furthermore, although we did
not have a specific hypothesis about a time effect, we assumed that decision-rule deviation
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would either stay stable or increase over time. We found a small to moderate interaction
between education and time (F(1,167) = 5.16, p = .024, ηp2 = .03). The descriptive statistics
are shown in Table 3. Educated participants deviated significantly less from the decision rule
than non-educated participants, both at T1 (t(244) = -4.93, p < .001) and at T2 (t(244) = -2.92,
p = .004). However, the difference in decision-rule deviation between educated participants
and non-educated participants was larger at T1 (d = -0.72) compared to T2 (d = -0.44). So,
educated participants consistently deviated less from the decision rule at both time points
(support for hypothesis 1a). Yet, unexpectedly, the smaller difference in rule-deviation
between educated and non-educated participants at T2 did not result from increased ruledeviation of educated participants over time, but from non-educated participants showing less
rule-deviation at T2, compared to T1 (t(167) = 3.91, p < .001, d = 0.35). We did not find
evidence for a difference in decision-rule deviation between T1 and T2 for educated
participants (t(167) = 0.44, p = .660, d = 0.04).
We further hypothesized that incentives decrease decision-rule deviation for educated
participants, and increase decision-rule deviation for non-educated participants (hypothesis
2a). However, the interaction effect between education and incentives was negligible
(F(1,167) = 1.35, p = .247, ηp2 = .01). Contrary to previous findings, we found that, overall,
incentivized participants deviated less from the decision rule than non-incentivized
participants (F(1,167) = 4.26, p = .041, ηp2 = .03), by a small to moderate amount.

- Insert Table 3 about here -
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Self-reported Decision-Rule Use
We also investigated decision-rule use with a self-report measure. Given that these two
measures are supposed to measure the same construct, it should be noted that the correlation
between decision-rule deviation and self-reported decision-rule use was only moderate (r = .40 at T1 and r = -.48 at T2).
Figure 2 shows the mean self-reported decision-rule use in each condition at both time
points. As the Figure suggests, educated participants reported using the decision rule more
than non-educated participants (F(1,167) = 21.26, p < .001, ηp2 = .11). Furthermore, we found
a small to moderate interaction between education and incentives (F(1,167) = 4.85, p = .029,
ηp2 = .03). The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 4. In general, the results showed that
incentivized participants reported to use the rule much more often when they received
educational information, compared to incentivized participants who did not receive
educational information (t(167) = 4.61, p < .001, d = 0.93). For non-incentivized participants,
we did not find evidence that educated participants reported to use the rule more often than
non-educated participants (t(167) = 1.79, p = .075, d = 0.32). Educated, incentivized
participants reported somewhat higher levels of rule-use than educated, non-incentivized
participants (t(167) = 1.93, p = .055, d = 0.42). However, this difference was not statistically
significant. Lastly, we did not find evidence that non-educated, incentivized participants
reported to use the rule less than non-educated, non-incentivized participants (t(167) = -1.15,
p = .252, d = -0.20).
In sum, educated participants reported more decision-rule use than non-educated
participants, which is in line with our expectations and the results for decision-rule deviation.
In contrast to the results for decision-rule deviation, the education effect seemed stronger
when participants could also earn incentives.
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- Insert Table 4 about here -

Prediction Accuracy
Figure 3 shows the mean prediction deviation in each condition at both time points. In
support of hypothesis 1b, we found that educated participants made predictions that deviated
moderately less from observed first-year GPA than predictions made by non-educated
participants (F(1,167) = 9.86, p = .002, ηp2 = .06). Similar to the decision-rule deviation
results, we also found a small to moderate interaction between education and time for
prediction accuracy (F(1,167) = 4.60, p = .033, ηp2 = .03). The descriptive statistics are shown
in Table 5. At T1, educated participants made predictions that deviated significantly and
moderately less from observed first-year GPA than predictions made by non-educated
participants (t(331) = -3.77, p < .001, d = -0.53). Yet, at T2, we did not find evidence for this
difference, which was negligible in size (t(331) = -0.88, p = 0.379, d = -0.14). Furthermore,
educated participants’ predictions did not deviate significantly more from observed first-year
GPA at T2, compared to T1 (t(167) = -1.34, p = .184, d = -0.23). Although Figure 3 suggests
a trend that non-educated participants made predictions that deviated slightly less from
observed first-year GPA at T2, compared to T1, this change over time was not statistically
significant and negligible in size (t(167) = 1.73, p = .086, d = 0.23). Therefore, the results did
not support an effect of time on prediction accuracy.
Hypothesis 2b stated that incentives increase prediction accuracy for educated
participants, but decrease prediction accuracy for non-educated participants. However, we did
not find evidence for this interaction (F(1,167) = 0.16, p = .691, ηp2 < .001).

- Insert Table 5 about here -
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Correlations
Consistently deviating from a decision rule (e.g., always increasing the decision-rule
prediction by 0.5 points) results in large deviation scores. However, it does not change the
rank-order of applicants, although the rank-order is relevant in selection contexts (Dawes,
1979). A measure that reflects ranking well is the correlation coefficient (Dawes, 1979).
Therefore, we also calculated correlations between participants’ predictions, the decision-rule
predictions, and the observed first-year GPA per condition. These correlations are shown in
Table 6. Although we were interested in how much the correlation between participants’
predictions and observed first-year GPA differed per condition, we could not directly compare
them, because the correlation between the “optimal” rule predictions and observed-first year
GPA varied slightly per condition due to random allocation of applicants. In other words, the
predictability of first-year GPA differed slightly per condition. Therefore, to compare
prediction accuracy across conditions, we calculated per condition the difference between two
correlations; 1) the correlation between participants’ predictions and the observed first-year
GPA and 2) the correlation between decision-rule predictions and observed first-year GPA.
To calculate these differences between correlations, we first applied Fisher’s z
transformation to all correlations between participants’ predictions and observed first-year
GPA, and all correlations between the rule predictions and observed-first year GPA. Next, we
averaged the transformed correlations over time. The difference between these mean
correlations was transformed back with the inverse Fisher’s z transformation. The resulting
differences are shown in Table 6 (column 3). We used one-sided z-tests to compare these
differences between conditions, and to compare the validity of participants’ predictions with
the validity of the decision-rule predictions within conditions. One-sided z-tests were
conducted because these aligned with our directional hypotheses, and because there exists
substantial evidence that decision-rule predictions are more valid than human predictions
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(Kuncel et al., 2013; Meehl, 1954). Two observations stand out. First, when comparing the
differences between conditions, educated and incentivized participants made predictions that
were more accurate than predictions made by incentivized participants (z = 1.88, p =.03) and
participants in the control group (z = 1.92, p = .03), but not significantly more accurate than
predictions made by educated participants (z = 1.18, p = .12). Second, in each condition,
participants’ predictions were less valid than the decision-rule predictions (education and
incentives: )̅ diff = -.10, z = -1.82, p = .03; education only: )̅ diff = -.16, z = -3.27, p < .001;
incentives only: )̅ diff = -.19, z = -4.09, p < .001; control: )̅ diff = -.19, z = -4.38, p < .001).

- Insert Table 6 about here -

Exploratory Analysis
Since we provided outcome feedback, an alternative explanation for some of our
findings may be that participants learned to use the decision rule more over the course of a
session, which should increase prediction accuracy. Therefore, for both decision-rule
deviation and prediction accuracy, we additionally fitted for each time point linear mixedeffects models using the lme4 package (Version 1.1-23, Bates et al., 2015) in R. We
compared a model that included education and incentives as fixed effects and participants and
prediction trial as random effects with a model for which the random effect of prediction trial
was removed. Figure S1 in the supplementary material shows the mean decision-rule
deviation per condition and time point for each prediction trial. We did not find evidence that
participants learned to use the decision rule more over the course of a session, neither at T1
(c2(1) = 0.01, p =.93) nor at T2 ((c2(1) = 0.73, p =.39). Figure S2 in the supplementary
material shows the mean prediction deviation per condition and time point for each prediction
trial. We did not find evidence for a learning effect, neither at T1 (c2(1) = 0.00, p =1.00) nor
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at T2 (c2(1) = 0.54, p =.46). So, we did not find evidence that participants used the decision
rule more, or that they made more accurate predictions over the course of a session.

Discussion
Over the last decades, the effects of various methods to improve decision making have
been investigated (Milkman et al., 2009). One of the most promising methods is to combine
information with a decision rule because this results in more valid predictions than holistic
judgment (Kuncel et al., 2013). However, decision rules are underutilized in practice (Michel
et al., 2019; Morris et al., 2015; Ryan & Sackett, 1987), partly because decision makers lack
knowledge about evidence-based decision making (Rynes, 2012; Vrieze & Grove, 2009).
Encouraging certain behaviors to increase decision-makers’ knowledge of evidence-based
decision making may have no effect, such as reading the scientific- or practitioner-oriented
literature (Lodato et al., 2011; Rynes et al., 2002; Sanders et al., 2008), or may even decrease
decision-rule use (e.g., learning from outcome feedback; Dietvorst et al., 2015; Jackson et al.,
2019). Therefore, the main aim of the present study was to investigate whether providing
decision makers with educational information on evidence-based decision making would
increase their use of a decision rule and hence prediction accuracy.
In sum, decision-rule use and prediction accuracy increased immediately after
educational information was provided, but these effects decreased or disappeared a month
later. Unexpectedly, non-educated participants used the decision rule more often at a second
measurement after one month, compared to the first measurement. A possible explanation is
that participants learned from the outcome feedback that was provided. However, we did not
find evidence for learning effects, which is in line with existing research (Jackson et al.,
2019). Furthermore, we did not find support for our expectation that incentives would
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increase decision-rule use and prediction accuracy only when educational information on
evidence-based decision making is provided (hypotheses 2a and 2b). However, we found an
interaction between education and incentives for the self-report measure, although it slightly
deviated from what we expected. One explanation why the results were slightly different for
the behavioral- and the self-report measure of rule deviation may be that the self-report
measure is prone to socially desirable answers and demand characteristics. This highlights the
importance of measuring actual behavior when testing interventions that may improve
decision making. Also, we could not replicate earlier findings that incentives decrease
decision-rule use and prediction accuracy (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990). Rather, our
results suggest that incentives increased decision-rule use regardless of whether educational
information was provided or not, although this effect was rather small. In general, we cannot
provide a reasonable explanation of why, overall, incentives increased decision-rule use in our
study, and why we did not find evidence for an interaction between education and incentives.
On the basis of earlier research we expected that incentives increase effort, which leads
decision makers to add their own judgment and in turn decreases decision-rule use (Arkes et
al., 1986; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). Yet, this may depend on individual difference variables
(Bonner & Sprinkle, 2002). For example, highly confident decision makers may want to add
their own judgment, while less confident decision makers may appreciate the opportunity to
use a decision rule in decision tasks where stakes are higher, that is, where incentives can be
earned, like in the present study. However, we caution to overinterpret the results and suggest
that replication studies may shed more light on incentive effects and potential moderators of
the incentives-performance relationship.
Existing research showed that providing information in the form of outcome feedback
decreases decision-rule use and prediction accuracy (Arkes et al., 1986; Dietvorst et al., 2015;
Jackson et al., 2019). So, more research is needed to investigate whether decision makers can
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learn from outcome feedback interventions. An alternative is to present decision makers with
educational information in which the importance of consistent decision-rule use is explained.
In line with existing research (Arkes et al., 1986), our results suggest that this form of
information seems effective. However, extending existing research, our results showed that
providing educational information on evidence-based decision making may increase
prediction accuracy only temporary, which suggests that such information may need to be
provided regularly in practice.
In line with existing research (Dawes, 1971; Dietvorst et al., 2018; Sarbin, 1943), our
results also showed that participants’ predictions were less accurate than the actual rule
predictions in all conditions. So, deviating from the decision rule decreased prediction
accuracy. Although this finding is not new, it shows that more research is needed in which
interventions are tested that may increase decision-makers’ consistent use of a decision rule
(Neumann et al., 2020).
Finally, although educated participants used the decision rule more than non-educated
participants, they still deviated by a considerable amount from the decision-rule predictions.
This illustrates that there are factors beyond knowledge that contribute to the underutilization
of decision rules (Highhouse, 2008; Rynes, 2012). Indeed, research showed that decision
makers are more likely to use a decision rule when they retain autonomy in the decisionmaking process, for example by designing the decision rule themselves (Nolan & Highhouse,
2014) or by adjusting the outcome of a decision rule (Dietvorst et al., 2018). However, the
implementation of such alternatives implies that decision makers understand why decision
rules are needed in the first place. Therefore, a first step may be to inform decision makers
about evidence-based decision making.
Limitations and Future Directions
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A first limitation of this study was that the sample consisted primarily of students,
which limits the generalizability to decision makers in practice such as admission officers and
HR professionals. It is possible that experienced decision makers are less likely to adapt their
behavior based on such an educational video, because they have grown overly confident in
their own judgments based on their experience (Arkes et al., 1986) and often do not believe
that a simple decision rule can outperform their judgment (Arkes, 2008; Dawes, 1976).
A second limitation of this study was that the maximum incentive participants could
earn was small (€5), although it was not smaller than the amount used in related research
(Arkes et al., 1986; Dietvorst et al., 2018). Furthermore, participants were only incentivized
based on their absolute deviation from the observed-first year GPA (i.e., the criterion) to
allow comparisons with existing research (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990). In future
research, decision-rule use could additionally be incentivized, and other incentives may be
used. For example, stronger incentives may be procedures in which decision makers are held
accountable for their decisions or are required to work with the hired person. Thus, future
research is needed to test the effect of educational information on professionals’ decision-rule
use in high-stakes selection procedures.
A third limitation concerns the choice of predictors. Although we used predictors that
are also commonly used in selection- and admission procedures, the personal statement was
the only source of information that participants were presented with that was not used to build
the decision rule. Another commonly used poor predictor for academic success and job
performance is the unstructured interview (König et al., 2010; Lievens & De Paepe, 2004;
Michel et al., 2019). It may be that a real, unstructured interview would have had more
strongly influenced the deviation from the decision rule for non-educated participants.
However, it remains an open question whether watching the educational video would have
helped participants to resist deviating from the rule in the presence of a strong, but likely less
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valid interview impression. In future research, other common predictors such as the interview
and the resumé could be used.
Future research may also investigate whether educational information can increase the
perceptions of other stakeholders, such as an organization’s employees, managers, and
applicants. Mechanical information combination is partly underutilized because decision
makers recognize that peers ascribe less credit to their hiring decision outcomes when
information is mechanically combined (Nolan et al., 2016). However, informing peers that a
competent decision maker is someone who uses evidence-based decision rules and who is
aware of the limitations of expert judgment may change peers’ perceptions. Since applicant
reactions constitute an important part of selection procedures (König et al., 2010; Sackett &
Lievens, 2008) and people generally hold negative attitudes towards mechanical combination
(Diab et al., 2011; Eastwood et al., 2012), future research could investigate whether
educational information can increase applicant reactions towards mechanical combination.
Previous research already showed that an educational video increased police officer’s fairness
perceptions of a test in a real selection procedure (Truxillo et al., 2002). Therefore,
educational information may also increase attitudes towards mechanical combination.
Organizational justice theory poses a useful theoretical framework for such future research
(Gilliland, 1993).
Furthermore, future research could focus on the effectiveness and the underlying
mechanisms of different educational interventions. Specifically, it may be investigated
whether educational interventions that present causal arguments for the use of decision rules
as we did result in more decision-rule use and greater prediction accuracy than simple
descriptive statements (Eastwood & Luther, 2016) or instructions (Arkes et al., 1986).
Research that sheds light on potential moderating effects of outcome feedback is also
needed. We provided outcome feedback to provide a strict test for an education effect, as
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previous research has shown that outcome feedback decreases decision-rule use and
prediction accuracy (Arkes et al., 1986; Dietvorst et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2019). Decision
makers who receive educational information would still have to tolerate feedback that shows
they almost always make errors to some extent. Hence, it could be that the education effect is
stronger when no outcome feedback is provided, as is also more representative of decision
making in practice.
Lastly, we measured decision-rule use again one month after participants received
educational information. This may be considered a rather short period. Therefore, longitudinal
studies are needed in which the effect of an educational intervention is tested after a longer
period of time.
Practical Implications
Providing educational information constitutes a feasible and inexpensive intervention
that can increase decision-makers’ knowledge of evidence-based decision making in practice.
As a result, decision rules may be used more often, which can translate into increased
prediction accuracy, although this effect may only be temporary. Therefore, organizations
could introduce training sessions on evidence-based decision making. Similarly, hiring
managers and admission officers could be automatically sent information on evidence-based
decision making as reminders when they publish a vacancy in an application system.
Although experienced decision makers may resist or ignore such information if it is routinely
offered, in other professional fields such as aviation, construction, and chemical production, it
is commonplace for experienced professionals to receive such information in the form of
occupational safety trainings to reduce consequential errors (Burke et al., 2006; Grote, 2012;
Kaplan & Tetrick, 2011). Another way to transfer knowledge on evidence-based decisionmaking to practitioners could be via more attention for this topic from professional societies
and in test guidelines.
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Conclusion
With regard to the general superiority of mechanical combination over holistic
combination, Meehl (1986) already claimed more than thirty years ago that “there is no
controversy in social science that shows such a large body of qualitatively diverse studies
coming out so uniformly in the same direction as this one” (p. 373). Yet, many decision
makers in practice are still unaware of these robust findings. With this study, we provided a
first test of a simple educational intervention to increase decision-makers’ use of mechanical
combination.
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Table 1
Incentive scheme with obtained incentive per prediction based on the absolute deviation
between the predicted- and observed first-year GPA.
Absolute deviation between predicted- and observed first-year GPA

Incentive

0.5 or less

€12.5 cents

0.7 or less

€7.5 cents

1.0 or less

€2.5 cents
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Table 2
Correlations between studied variables.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. Education

—

2. Incentives

-.02

—

3. Decision-rule deviation T1

-.34*

-.11

—

4. Decision-rule deviation T2

-.21*

-.14

.64*

—

5. Self-reported decision-rule use T1

.34*

.05

-.40*

-.41*

—

6. Self-reported decision-rule use T2

.23*

.00

-.38*

-.48*

.58*

—

7. Prediction deviation T1

-.26*

.00

.63*

.35*

-.21*

-.23*

—

8. Prediction deviation T2

-.07

-.05

.32*

.54*

-.24*

-.26*

.11

—

9. Age

-.21*

.05

.31*

.27*

-.04

-.23*

.26*

.18*

Note. Education and Incentives were coded as 1 = Yes and 0 = No. *p < .05, two-tailed. N = 171.

9.

—
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics for decision-rule deviation.
Conditions

n

T1 M (SD)

T2 M (SD)

Education yes

76

0.39 (0.17)

0.38 (0.19)

Education no

95

0.52 (0.19)

0.45 (0.16)
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Table 4
Descriptive statistics for self-reported decision-rule use.
Condition

n

M (SD)

Control

102

4.12 (1.50)

Incentives only

88

3.81 (1.65)

Education only

84

4.61 (1.51)

Education and incentives

68

5.19 (1.22)
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Table 5
Descriptive statistics for prediction accuracy.
Conditions

n

T1 M (SD)

T2 M (SD)

Education yes

76

0.76 (0.21)

0.81 (0.21)

Education no

95

0.89 (0.26)

0.83 (0.19)

Note. Higher scores indicate less prediction accuracy.
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Table 6
Correlations between participants’ predictions and observed GPA, and between rule predictions and observed GPA per condition.
Correlation between participants’

Correlation between rule predictions

Mean difference between correlations

predictions and observed GPA

and observed GPA

shown in column 1 and 2

Condition

T1

T2

T1

T2

!̅ diff

Education +

.43

.39

.53

.44

-.10

Incentives

[.36, .49]

[.32, .45]

[.47, .58]

[.38, .50]

[-.17, -.02]

Education

.42

.38

.54

.51

-.16

[.36, .47]

[.32, .43]

[.49, .59]

[.45, .55]

[-.22, -.09]

.29

.38

.49

.50

-.19

[.23, .35]

[.32, .44]

[.44, .54]

[.45, .55]

[-.26, -.13]

.31

.38

.45

.55

-.19

[.26, .37]

[.32, .43]

[.40, .50]

[.51, .59]

[-.25, -.13]

Incentives

Control

Note. 95% confidence intervals are presented in brackets.
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Figure 1
Decision-rule deviation means per condition and time.

Note. Higher values indicate larger deviation from the decision-rule prediction. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2
Self-reported decision-rule use means per condition and time.

Note. Higher values indicate more self-reported decision-rule use. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 3
Prediction deviation means per condition and time.

Note. Higher values indicate larger deviation from observed first-year GPA. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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